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Abstract
Memory acquisition process is one of digital forensics act. There are several tools that support memory acquisition process. At this time, there is a feature named secure mode that can cause crash or error in memory acquisition tools system and caused the tools to be unusable, also the loss of the computer memory. This study is experimenting to find the effect on memory acquisition tools performance while running in secure mode. After getting the experiment results, the analysis is going to be carried out towards memory acquisition tools using static code analysis, which is one of the techniques of reverse engineering, using IDA. This study aims to find any kind of occurrences that happen on memory acquisition process while in secure mode and find the cause of it. The purpose of this study is to be useful for digital forensic tester in understanding the potential risk of the secure mode impact in acquisition process. The experiment shows that Autopsy version 4.7 cannot run properly in VSM environment, different with FTK Imager. The results from the analysis define that the difference between library on normal kernel and secure kernel is the one that caused the program to terminate while in secure mode. In advance, the operating system that runs in the device are the other reasons of memory acquisition tools cannot run properly on VSM environment. It is caused by the difference in security features that is being provided by a specific operating system.
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I. Introduction

In criminal cases, digital forensics is required to investigate digital evidence. This digital evidence can be obtained from a computer which later are going through the memory acquisition process [1]. Each computer has different operating system and different security system. Regarding the security system on computers, on Windows-based devices, Microsoft implements a Virtual Secure Mode (VSM) system. VSM is a feature in Windows 10 that is used to secure the operating system. Furthermore, VSM is a secure environment that functions to protect the operating system from attack targets [2]. In this condition, user is going to enter the IUM (Isolated User Mode) stage which is going to isolate the user into a separate environment from Windows main kernel.
IUM works directly with other features in Windows 10, Credential Guard, and Device Guard. Credential Guard uses IUM as a defense against hash attacks [3]. IUM relies on a secure kernel to handle the work of the base operating system. When secure kernel handles this, the kernel on Windows is the one that handle the main operations running on the device. The main advantage of using a separate kernel to handle IUM is that the secure kernel does not contain third party modules. This allows the secure kernel to operate without the risk of interference from third party code. To achieve IUM, the secure kernel relies on the Windows hypervisor, Hyper-V, to manage both the Windows kernel and the secure kernel. In other word, the hypervisor can set different memory permissions for the two kernels, so that it is impossible for a normal kernel to access the secure kernel’s memory. Hyper-V holds the root partition. In this partition there are two kernels and two types of user mode. This isolation is implemented by Hyper-V as the basic entity that manages the execution of the environment within VSM [2].

One of digital forensics act that is frequently done is obtaining digital evidence from a device. The action is required to use some tools to restore the memory that has been deleted, called memory acquisition tools. There are several memory acquisitions tools that can be used by digital forensic. Normally, these tools are being run on normal kernel, not on the secure kernel. Regarding to the explanation above, secure mode runs on a different kernel separated with the main kernel of Windows. This is the reasons of this study being done. This study is helping digital forensics to prevent any kind of issues that comes up while performing memory acquisition process in further time. This study is going to figure out whether it has differences while performing memory acquisition process on secure mode and normal mode, or not. Furthermore, figuring out what can be the cause of the differences. This study is being carried out with static code analysis, after the experiment being done on different environment of Windows.

Static code analysis is one of a reverse engineering process to verify the executable file or usually known as .exe file regardless to view all the instruction from the program. One of benefits of this method, it provides the information about significant function of the program, and in some cases could disclose whether the file has some issues or not. This method can evaluate the whole source code in more efficient time using some tools, different with manual code analysis. Other than that, this method can be done without any needs of online networking [4], [5]. Static code analysis can be done using several methods, some of them are antivirus scanning, finding strings, runtime system analysis, disassembling, and so on. Static code analysis can be done using many forensics tools. One of the famous tools is Interactive Disassembler (IDA). This tool is being used for performing forensics act because it is not only performing code disassembling, but more act such as identifying error, finding connection between several functions, and analyzing vulnerabilities.

Based on the background above, this study is experimenting memory acquisition process being run on different Windows environment, secure mode, and normal mode. The memory acquisition tools that being used in this study are FTK Imager and Autopsy. In this case, memory acquisition tools are going to be testified with and without VSM running on Windows 10 operating system. After getting the experiment results and finding some issues while running the tools, this leads to performing static code analysis towards memory acquisition tools using finding strings methods with the help of Interactive Disassembler (IDA) and using runtime system analysis methods directly on Windows operating system itself.

Research related to this study is being done by Niken [6]. The research shows that FTK Imager cannot run properly on the device being used. From Niken’s research, it refers that the author is suggesting further study about related problem but with other various variables, for more prominent results. This study is continuing the previous research to find any new variables that coming up while acquiring memory in secure mode with a few differences. The differences are, this study is explaining on how to enter VSM in details, this study is also going to testify the same tools which is FTK Imager, but with different device that has different specification inside. Furthermore, this study is adding a different tool from the previous research, which is Autopsy. The purpose of using different tool is to identify whether this tool is being affected by the secure mode, or not.

The occurs upon device that being used is going to be the starting point to this study. The problem that appears is the reason to analyze the memory acquisition tools whether the tools source code have issues that not supporting the application for running on secure mode, or it is the Windows system that caused the interruption
on the memory acquisition tools performance. The final output of this study is knowing whether the secure mode is affecting the memory acquisition process or not, and what caused the secure mode to affect its process.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Virtual Secure Mode (VSM) is a feature in Windows 10 that can put the user in two conditions, namely normal mode, and secure mode. This secure mode is called Isolated User Mode (IUM) that set up a safe and isolated operating system environment from the usual Windows environment. This feature is designed to protect the operating system from attacks [2], [3]. In Windows 10, there is a hypervisor system called Hyper-V. Processes that should be running on windows, are moved to separate hardware-based Hyper-V containers, which are inaccessible to Windows. If the kernel on Windows is compromised, the processes stored on VSM must remain safe.

Researched by Hans Kristian in 2017, shows how to apply reverse engineering, and it reveals the analysis result from secure mode in Windows 10. The purpose of using this research as a reference is that this journal explains the basic of secure mode on Windows 10, also explain reverse engineering process that being carried out in this study [7].

Related to digital forensic act, M. Azhar [1] doing researched about data acquisition and vanishing technique. This journal explains how to carry out data vanishing after using memory acquisition tools, FTK Imager. Other than that, this research shows how to do the code analysis while doing data vanishing, which later being applied for this study with VSM condition is turned on.

For static code analysis, in Michael Sikorski’s book [4], he talks about every step for doing malware analysis, both static and dynamic code analysis. This book breaks down the code analysis in more detail for readers to understand easily in general explanation. A few techniques such as antivirus scanning, finding strings, and runtime analysis are being explained as well in this book. For the advanced static analysis, IDA is one of the tools that help to execute the process. This tool is also being explained in the book about how to operate it. This shows that IDA is a recommended tools to use for doing static code analysis because it performs as a powerful disassembler for doing digital forensics act.

Doing static code analysis, especially in operating IDA, needs some advance knowledge in system architecture, particularly in understanding the instruction on how the device work. Heru [8], explain about commands that being analyzed while performed code analysis using IDA. The commands are showing the functions that the device is running while executing the program, so the program can run properly. Furthermore, the researched journal is used as reference for this study because in static code analysis, knowing about every parameter to be examined is a must so the study is not going any further out of the parameters being set.

Meanwhile, Manuel Egele, Christopher Kruegel, Engin Kirda, and Giovanni Vigna conducted research related to leak detection in iOS-based applications using IDA as a disassembler in the CFG (Control Flow Graphs) extraction process. But in this case, IDA does not complete its call target to the sending function. IDA only recognizes calls to the dynamic function itself and cannot directly detect leaks to the application [9].

This study is continuing the research being done by Niken [6]. The purpose is for identifying any new variables that comes up to the related issues. The parameters are the difference between the methods, the memory acquisition tools, and the device that being used.
III. RESEARCH METHOD

The general design process of this study is shown in Fig. 1.

A. Downloading Memory Acquisition Tools on Device

The act of creating a set of parameters for an intricate hardware system by a systematic analysis of the system is known as reverse engineering, which can be helpful for maintaining the system [10], [11]. As static code analysis is one of the reverse engineering processes, it requires to know exactly every detail needed for this experiment, from the device that being used to every tool that being examined. This study is using two memory acquisition tools, each with different version. Details about the device is shown in Table 1, and the memory acquisition tools is shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>DEVICE SPECIFICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td>HP Elitebook 820 G4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU @ 2.50GHz (4 CPUs), ~ 2.7GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>8192MB RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOS</td>
<td>P78 Ver. 01.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Windows 10 Pro 64-bit (10.0, Build 19044)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>MEMORY ACQUISITION TOOLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTK Imager</td>
<td>4.5.0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTK Imager</td>
<td>4.3.0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autopsy</td>
<td>4.19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autopsy</td>
<td>4.7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After downloading tools from Table 2, the next step is checking whether all the tools are running properly on the device with VSM turned off.

B. Turning On Virtual Secure Mode

Before starting on this step, make sure that the operating system that runs in the device is Windows 10 based. The next phase for entering secure mode, or so-called safe mode, is being explained down below.

1) Ensuring Hyper-V is Turned On
Before entering safe mode, make sure Hyper-V is turned on by opening “Apps and Features”. Then, choose “Programs and Features” menu, and “Turn Windows Feature on or off”. Find “Hyper-V” and if the all the checkboxes are already filled, then it can be continued to the next step. If not, click on all the checkboxes in “Hyper-V” selection, and restart the device. After restarting the device, double check the Hyper-V again before entering safe mode.

2) Entering Safe Mode
The following steps is one of the easiest ways to entering safe mode on Windows 10. First, is opening “Settings”, then choose “Update and Security”. On the sidebar, choose “Recovery” settings and click on “Restart now” selection on “Advanced startup” section. Wait around 10 seconds until the monitor displayed advance menu. Choose “Troubleshoot”, then “Advanced option”. After the advanced option menu appear, click on “Startup Settings”, then click “Restart”. There are several settings that can be chose in startup settings menu. For entering safe mode, choose between menu number 4 for safe mode only, or menu number 5 for safe mode with networking.

3) Ensuring Secure System is Running
In this part, after entering the safe mode, the desktop wallpaper is going to turned into black. Ensuring if the secure system is running can be done by checking on “Task Manager”. If it runs, “Secure System” is shown and running on the device.

C. Running The Memory Acquisition Tools

On this phase, run the memory acquisition tools that already being downloaded before with VSM or safe mode condition is turned on. If it happens to be crashed or error on the application or device, eventually that memory acquisition tools is going to be analyzed on the next step.

D. Static Code Analysis

After finding out which tools that crashed or error during application testing while VSM turned on, static code analysis is the next step to be done. This process is going to be analyzing which part that caused the errors on memory acquisition tools. Here are some actions of static code analysis that being applied for this study.

1) Disassembly
One of reverse engineering technique is disassembly process. IDA is used to translate binary code or executable file of the program into assembly language. This process can be done in IDA by choosing “View” menu and click on “Open subview”, then choose “Disassembly”.
2) **Search String**

This process being carried out by tracing the code on the IDA by paying attention to the error strings in the memory acquisition tools. The purpose of the search string is to find errors in the functionality of the memory acquisition tools to be analyzed. This process can be done in IDA by tracing the strings that comes to have errors indication on the running process, by opening the occurrences of strings with error.

3) **Event Viewer Analysis**

Besides the actions above, this process is one of the methods that important to be applied in this study. From this analysis, we can view event log of the application that runs in the operating system. Event viewer is a feature provided in the operating system that can be accessed by searching on the search bar.

**E. Testing Scenario**

This study parameters are finding the cause of the program system to crash or error while VSM condition is turned on. Furthermore, finding on how VSM works and the impact of it on memory acquisition process. Other than the parameters, this study variables are VSM condition (on or off) and the difference between the memory acquisition tools that being used, shown in Table 2. Here are the testing scenarios that being done for this study.

1) Downloading memory acquisition tools from Table 2 and run them while VSM is turned off.
2) Restarting into BIOS on the device that being used in this study as defined on section B.
3) Running memory acquisition tools while VSM is turned on.
4) Opening executable file from certain memory acquisition tools.
5) Analyzing static code as defined on section D, regarding to the parameters and variables.
6) Saving and recording all the analysis results for the evaluation of this study.

**F. Evaluation**

Evaluation is carried out by presenting the results of static code analysis which caused the crashes and errors in memory acquisition tools. This evaluation aims to avoid crashes and errors when live forensics is being carried out with these memory acquisition tools later.

**IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**A. VSM Environment Testing**

In this section, all memory acquisition tools that shown in Table 2 is being testify in different condition of VSM, turned on and turned off. The results of the experiment can be seen in Table 3. From Table 3, its being known that FTK Imager runs properly in the device with or without VSM being turned on. Further analysis is being done for this specific application in other section down below, comparing with another research about FTK Imager. Other than FTK Imager, Autopsy is being detected with errors coming up while VSM is turned on, but not for the latest version of Autopsy. The latest one, runs smoothly in VSM condition being turned on. It is expected that the difference between two Autopsy’s source codes might be one of the causes for the errors in the old version of it.
### TABLE 3
**EXPERIMENT RESULTS ON DIFFERENT VSM ENVIRONMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>VSM Turned Off</th>
<th>VSM Turned Off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FTK Imager</td>
<td>4.5.0.3</td>
<td>Not crashed and no errors detected</td>
<td>Not crashed and no errors detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTK Imager</td>
<td>4.3.0.18</td>
<td>Not crashed and no errors detected</td>
<td>Not crashed and no errors detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autopsy</td>
<td>4.19.3</td>
<td>Not crashed and no errors detected</td>
<td>Not crashed and no errors detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autopsy</td>
<td>4.7.0</td>
<td>Not crashed and no errors detected</td>
<td>Application cannot be opened</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. Static Code Analysis with IDA**

After going through testing experiment from the previous session, the application with errors detected, namely Autopsy, is going through the static code analysis to figure out what can be the cause of the errors. Firstly, Autopsy is going through disassembly process. This process is being executed with IDA. Fig. 2 display the occurrences of strings with errors window. This window shows strings that bring errors from the program execution.

![Fig 2. __report_gsfailure function is being indicated with error](image)

This indicates a function called `_report_gsfailure` which taking role as function that maintain the stack buffer overruns, is being expected as the problem that cause Autopsy to terminate immediately before even started in safe mode environment. The instruction being carried by this function is shown in Fig 3, inside the red box. The instruction of “MOV rax, [rbp+8]” and “LEA rax, [rbp+8]” indicates the
error from the function. It is known that MOV is an instruction to move data to a different location. Furthermore, LEA (Load Effective Address) is an instruction to load the data. In this case, MOV is going to move the [rbp+8] to rax register, which is the register to return values in the function [12], and next being loaded in the register.

Extending from the instruction, the impact of it is shown in Fig 3, inside the green box. It shows that the function calls two strings at the end, which are “TerminateProcess” and “abort”. These two strings are being imported from outside the application. “TerminateProcess” is being imported from KERNEL32 library, shown in Fig 4. And “abort” is being imported from mcvst library, shown in Fig 5.

Fig 3. Graph from __report_gsfailure function that indicates the error

Fig 4. TerminateProcess is being imported from KERNEL32

Msvcrt library is providing access to Windows which can be affecting the operating system [13]. KERNEL32 is a dynamic link library (.dll) which being used as the running operator of Windows [14]. The program cannot run properly and is being terminated by KERNEL32 because of the difference on the kernel base. While VSM environment being turned on, it runs on a different hypervisor which also has a separate kernel from the main Windows kernel.
C. System Analysis

Every operating system has its own unique. This study is using Windows 10 which was launched in July 2015. From the previous version, which was Windows 8, there are not much difference in the system especially on the Event Viewer which being used in this analysis [15]. The specifications of the device and operating system being used in this study are already being shown on Table 1.

After running several experiments on the previous step, it is known that both versions of FTK Imager did not run into problem while being executed in VSM environment being turned on. This comes to the system analysis. This analysis is overcoming what kind of events that appear on the operating system after the experiment. Here are the events log sequence that appears after the experiment, shown in Fig 6 – 9.

Fig 5. Abort is being imported from msvcrt

Fig 6. Hypervisor is successfully started on device
Fig 7. VSM is enabled after hypervisor successfully started

Fig 8. User successfully entering isolated user mode
Fig 9. AccessData FTK Imager is successfully installed and running in secure mode system

These figs implies that the FTK Imager application is running smoothly without any problem found in the operating system. Different between this study, the latest research by Niken [6], it shows that this application cannot run properly in Windows 10 while VSM environment being turned on.

The analysis in this study, shows that there are several differences from the device processor and operating system being used in this study with the latest study. The differences are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>This Study</th>
<th>Latest Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device</td>
<td>HP Elitebook 820 G4</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-7200U CPU</td>
<td>@ 2.50GHz (4 CPUs), ~ 2.7GHz</td>
<td>Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-7020U CPU  @ 2.30GHz, ~ 2.30GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>8192MB RAM</td>
<td>20,0GB RAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOS</td>
<td>P78 Ver. 01.16</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
<td>Windows 10 Pro 64-bit (10.0, Build 19044)</td>
<td>Windows 10 Enterprise, Version 21H1 (Build 19043.1526)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This shows some significant differences on the processor and the operating system being used. It is expected that the difference of Windows 10 edition is the one that caused FTK Imager run differently.
The main difference is on the license gave by Microsoft. The enterprise edition is the one with additional license from the Pro edition. The other thing that has be to consider is the security features provide in those different editions of Windows 10. The Pro edition is not providing credential guard and device guard in it. Dissimilar with Windows 10 Enterprise, it is providing credential guard and device guard, which are the main key of the hypervisor that runs VSM [16], [17]. These are the causes that affect the running process of FTK Imager. The Enterprise edition of Windows 10 has more security guard on its operating system that makes the memory acquisition process cannot run properly.

V. CONCLUSION

From the experiment, secure mode environment is not fully support memory acquisition process. The experiment shown that Autopsy version 4.7 is terminated immediately without even have the chance to be opened. Static code analysis shows that is occur caused by a function called __report_gsfailure. This function contains errors in MOV and LEA instructions that takes the action on loading the data to the rax register, which being used to return values from the function. It leads the process to terminate and being aborted by the operating system because it runs on different kernel from the main one, in this experiment is on the safe kernel that created by VSM being turned on.

Other than Autopsy, the experiment on FTK Imager shows that the tools running smoothly for both versions. It leads to comparing this experiment with research by Niken [6], because the result on FTK Imager is different with this study. System analysis method is being applied on FTK Imager and shows that the difference between the edition of Windows 10 can cause different occurrence in the safe mode. It is being found that the Enterprise edition has credential guard and device guard inside the security features, but not in the Pro edition. These security features are defending the operating system from interruption attempt with the help of VSM features on Windows 10.

The result of this whole study shows that VSM environment runs differently while performing memory acquisition process. After doing evaluation for each tool that being tested, it indicates that secure mode on Windows 10 has different library system that cause performance differences in memory acquisition tools. The secure mode itself has different security feature for various editions of Windows 10, specifically in credential guard and device guard features that protect operating system from attacks with the help of Isolated User Mode (IUM). This shows that different edition of Windows 10 can affect the results of the experiment, caused by the differences in its security features.

There are more possibilities that can come in further experiment with secure mode environment. This study is focused on using the VSM features provided by Windows 10. For further research, other memory acquisition tools can be examined with the same condition on Windows 10 or use another operating system. Other Windows version can be the focus for further research on the attempt of acquiring memory for digital forensics act.
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